Subject: Smoothing Curves
Posted by mixingtones on Fri, 21 Feb 2020 12:56:27 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Is there a way to get smoothing on the frequency curves? Most software you can select
something like: Resolution 1/24 1/3 oct.
Besides changing to a bar-version?

Subject: Re: Smoothing Curves
Posted by mixingtones on Sun, 23 Feb 2020 14:27:40 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

maybe directly future request...
the PC-collegue uses TrueRTA (free).
What is nice on spectrafoo is that with center frequency you see what tone it is (112Hz = A2). But
with TRTA you can see the dB level of the signal. That way can easily figure out how many db
difference is between two places in the spectrum. Instead of following lines, checking the numbers
and calculating the difference. Seems a bit guessing and slow.
After storing frequency curves, you can reload them and apply smoothing (non destructive). That
result is often used in reports. Even offsetting to align them, is quite handy.
What also could be interesting, especially in the transfer function. Why not create a +/- dB setting
in the center where the background change. That way you could set the margin at +- 2dB (as
example) and if the transfer curve fits inside, you see in one second it is all normal. Not you have
to 'count' the lines.
Above could be improvements on existing features.
Maybe measuring with a sweep could also be implemented. The signal generator is already
present. Settings like fast weep - slow sweep (of in ms). Now with "Average" it can be done, but
with an automatic Peak hold (I guess) it could be improved.
Functions not included in spectrafoo, or at least I haven't found them, are the STI/Clarity50,
RT60/frequency, RT30, BR/TR levels. But that could be quite difficult, as it might be another
ballgame.
Further I still like spectra foo. I know it from studio work long ago, now with live sound and room
measurement it still is nice. Maybe with some changes, it could be one of the best on the Mac
Platform!
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